InVEST

Integrated valuation of environmental services and tradeoffs

InVEST is a free and open-source software suite developed by the Natural Capital Project. Version 2.5.6 was released on September 6, 2013. Click here to download the latest version.

For help using InVEST, check out NatCap Forums, our growing online user community.

InVEST Trainings

Annual Meeting & InVEST Training
March 26-28
Stanford, CA

Our annual meeting is the perfect opportunity to learn how to incorporate ecosystem services into decisions, network with other scientists and practitioners, and receive personalized help from our scientists, engineers and policy experts on how to use our software and approach for your own work. We also hope you will share your work with us by participating in the poster session.

Register Today!

Sign up to receive more

Measuring Nature's Intangible Benefits

Greetings!

Nature provides such necessities of life as food, water, and shelter, and underpins and controls the conditions in which people live. Nature also provides important intangible benefits that contribute culturally and psychologically to human well-being in non-material ways. Two new studies from NatCap and collaborators present a new way to measure where and how people use nature for recreation and discover that exposure to nature can make us happier and healthier people.

Social Media for Science

NATCAP SCIENTISTS MAKING GOOD USE OF THOSE VACATION PHOTOS YOU POSTED ONLINE

NatCap scientists have found a way to use the photo-sharing website flickr to measure where and when people are using natural areas for recreation and tourism. This information can help estimate the benefits and value that these areas provide to society.

Tourism is big industry, contributing $6 billion a year to the world economy, and it's expected to grow to $10 billion over the next 10 years. While a great deal is known about how developed tourist destinations, such as Disneyland, contribute to local economies, until now, it has been hard to figure out the contribution of natural areas such as parks and beaches.

Tapping into big data collected by social media sites, we utilized information from 1.4 million geo-tagged images in flickr, and the user profiles associated with them, to see the places people visit and where they travel from to get to those places. Comparing this information to visitation data from on-site surveys at 836 recreational sites around the world, we found that the information from flickr can serve as a reliable indicator of how many people visit a tourist attraction each year and when they are visiting. This research was recently published in Scientific Reports.

The research shows how "information from crowd-sourced social media is revolutionizing the way we study people and understand their choices," said lead author Spencer Wood. This new approach provides the chance to clarify what attracts people to natural areas, and to determine if changes in ecosystems lead to changes in visitation rates.

"No one has been able to crack the problem of figuring out visitation rates and values for tourism and recreation - until now," said Anne Guerry, lead scientist at the Natural Capital Project. Previously, researchers had to rely on local surveys and head counts to get this type of visitation information. Using social media to discover where people are visiting, and where they are coming from, is faster, less expensive, offers greater information in more places, and is better for looking at changes over time.
Humans in Nature
HOW KNOWING AND EXPERIENCING NATURE AFFECT HUMAN WELLBEING

A new study has found that knowing and experiencing nature generally makes us happier and healthier people. After reviewing hundreds of papers in several different fields, the authors summarized the intangible benefits that contribute culturally and psychologically to human wellbeing in non-material ways. For example, clinical trials have shown that patients recovering from heart attacks recover more rapidly when they can see trees outside their hospital room windows. Cultural ecosystem services represent psychological, philosophical, social and spiritual links between people and ecosystems. NatCap author and lead scientist Anne Guerry says that despite "significant gaps in empirical research, the weight of the literature shows clearly that connections to nature contribute positively to our health and happiness," and hopes that more work will continue to done on the impact nature has on human health and happiness.
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Thank you for your continued interested in the Natural Capital Project. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us at invest@naturalcapitalproject.org.